One of the current phenomenological puzzles is why independent string fragmentation models such as in refs. [1, 2] describe so well a wide variety of new data [3] hadron-nucleus and nucleus-nucleus collisions. The independence of multi-string fragmentation is certainly a strong model assumption, which should break down when the string density exceed some critical value pc. The Glauber nuclear geometry used in such models leads to a string density per unit transverse area ps ~ 2ropo(A1/3 + B 1 /3) [4, 5] . If Q strings overlap, the effective string tension could increase to "'Q rv 2Q",0, leading to larger <PT> and higher heavy flavor abundancies [5] .
A rough estimate of the critical string density for the breakdown of independent fragmentation is given by pc = 1 I (7rr;ms), where r;ms is the root mean square transverse radius of the string. In the MIT Bag model of color flux tubes [6] Of course, with those parameters even the independent nuclear shell model would be expected to fail because the proton bag is so huge. On the other hand, a considerably different set of parameters was deduced by Hasenfratz et. al. [7] by demanding that the MIT flux tube potential reproduce heavy quark spectroscopy. They found B
/ 4
= 0.235 GeV, as = 0.385. These parameters lead to t = 1 GeV Ifm, rrms = 0.45 fm, and thus to a much higher critical density, pc ~ 1.6/fm2. Such a small value of the string radius is also indicated by the transverse momentum and rapidity distributions resulting from pair creation in a flux tube as shown in ref. [8] . In fact recent QCD Lattice calculations are also consistent with such a small string radius [9] . The problem of string structure can also be addressed based on the Abelian-Higgs model of confinement. Nielsen and Olesen proposed long ago [10] that vortex solutions in that model may provide an magnetic analog to QCD strings. In that model confinement of colour charges is assumed to be due to a dual Meissner effect [10] - [14] . The structure of vortices in that model has been studied numerically in refs. [15] and [16] . Unlike the MIT model, the Abelian-Higgs Lagrangian contains three free parameters that may be taken as B, as, and t, and its vortices are characterized by to two intrinsic length scales, the London penetration length, AL and the Higgs Compton wavelength, l/mH. By fixing the three parameters to the Hasenfratz values, Alcock et al. [15] found an approximate relation between AL ~ l/mH and that such a vortex has rrms ~ 0.45fm, surprisingly close to the MIT tube value for the same parameters in spite of the very different structure of such vortices. However, the relation AL ~ l/mH has another potentially important consequence that is often overlooked. There exists a theorem [17, 18] that the interaction energy between vortices with AL = l/mH vanishes identically for any separation between them! On the other hand, conventional type II vortices with AL > l/mH have repulsive interactions, while for type I vortices with AL < l/mH have attractive interactions.
The above results suggest that not only could independent fragmentation work because the strings are thin but also because they are weakly interacting.
In the present note we extend the previous work on Nielsen-Olesen vortex structure by deriving a rigorous identity for r;ms and incorporating constraints imposed by QCD sum rules. We show that the r;ms of MIT flux tubes and Nielsen-Olesen vortices are identically equal when the three parameters of the Abelian-Higgs model are fixed by the two of the MIT model. Therefore, the approximate numerical result obtained variationally in [15] is shown to be an equality. We furthermore generalize the analysis by allowing B to vary independently from t and as in the range constrained by QCD sum rules. This provides a new determination of the range of possible vortex structures as determined by ALmH. We find that rrms varies by no more than 10% from the Hasenfratz flux tube value, and that 3 1 V 0.9 < >"LmH < 2.0 is consistent with the possibilty that QCD strings could be only weakly interacting. We interpret these results as providing further phenomenological support for the applicability of independent multi-string models to describe at least the initial phase of particle production in high energy nuclear collisions.
Nielson-Olesen vortices are classical solutions of the Abelian Higgs model as specified by [10] (3)
Its free parameters are the Higgs electric charge q, the value <pv of the Higgs field in the vacuum and h, the coupling constant of of the Higgs self-interaction. In the ground state the Higgs field acquires a nonvanishing vacuum expectation value with (lcPi) = cPv. This leads to a mass term for the gauge bosons with mA = V2qcPv, which is the inverse of the London penetration length >"L. In the ground state, Higgs excitations have a mass,
cPV.
The effective potential between opposite magnetic monopoles of magnetic charge, Q M, in the ground state is Coulombic at short distances and linear at large:
Used as a model of the effective heavy quark-antiquark potential, QM is related to as via Q~ /471" = 4a s /3. On the other hand, due to the monopole quantization condition QM is related to the Higgs electric charge q by the relation QM = 271"N/q with N being an integer. Assuming the N = 1 monopole potential to model the elemetary quark potential, the effective strong coupling constant is related to q via ."
The string tension in this model is computed by constructing static axial symmetric solutions of the form
where n is an integer and the dimensionless transverse coordinate is given 4 by p = V2q</>vlxl.l. The field equations in these units are , , 1 , 1 2 >' (2 ) -"7 --"7 + -e "7 + -"7 7J -1
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where the prime denotes the derivative with respect to p, and e(p) = npa(p). The energy density corresponding to such a solution is given by for p --+ 00 (9) have to be fulfilled. The second equation implies that total magnetic flux is equal to 27rn/q. The string tension t is then given by 2 2 J -
In general the field equations have to be solved numerically. The result for >. = 1 is shown in fig. 1 . However, we now show that for >. = 1 not only the string tension but also second moment of the energy distribution can be determined analytically. As shown in [17, 18] a lower bound of the energy per unit length is achieved if
In that case the fields automatically satisfy (7) . With (11) the dimensionless string tension, to, can be integrated by parts, yielding J { 1,2 1 2 2} . 27ree to = 27r pdp 2"e + 2""7 e = -hm--= 7rn p p p-+o p (12) due to the eqs. (7) and (11) . In fact, it was proven in [18] that this linear proportionality between the magnetic flux and the energy holds for the solution of lowest energy in the general case of n parallel flux tubes at arbitrary separations (given by the zeros of the Higgs field). Therefore ,\ = 1 vortices do not interact. The axially symmetric case corresponds to n elementary vortices superimposed at the origin. The ground state energy density in this model is simply given by B = h¢/t,. /4. Noting that for ,\ = 1 vortices, h = 2q2 = 37r /(2a s ), the string tension is then given by (13) which is identical to the MIT model for n = 1 [15, 16] .
Remarkably, the second moment of the vortex energy distribution can also be computed in the case ,\ = 1. Using the eqs. (7), (9) and eq. (11) again, we find that the dimensionless second moment is given by
The mean square radius is therefore given by (15) which is also identical to the MIT model for n = 1. This property of 
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This quantity remains invariant for different choices of O's and t and is exactly one for any parametrization wi thin the MIT-bag model. The dashed curve in fig. 2 represents the scaled root mean square radius, given by (17) which is also independent of O's and t. (B and "if are independent of O's and t in other models as well, as for example in the Friedberg-Lee model). As one can see the radius decreases very slowly with increasing >.. Varying B independently from O's and t is interesting insofar as QCD sum rules favour a rather larger value for the bag constant. According to Reinders et. al. [20] the charmonium spectrum can be best described by assuming the gluon condensate strength <010'sF 2 /1I'"10> to be in the range (360 ± 20 MeV)4. This is related to the gluonic vacuum energy density by
Q(g)
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where f3 is the Callan Symanzik function and N F the number of flavours.
On the other hand, the quark contribution is only of the order €~ae ~ (150 MeV)4, which changes B In this respect the Abelian Higgs model differs considerably from the Friedberg-Lee model [21] , where for given O's and t the volume energy must be chosen smaller than the corresponding MIT value. In contrast to the electric flux in the Friedberg-Lee model, the magnetic flux in the Abelian Higgs model can penetrate into the nonperturbative vacuum. For a given O's, i. e. for a given total flux, that means the region where the Higgs condensate is expelled can be made smaller in the Abelian Higgs model, leading to a lower energy for a given volume energy density B. In turn this implies that one has to choose a higher volume energy in order to reproduce a given string tension. Thus the fact that B can be made rather large is closely related to the fact that the vector boson mass remains finite in the condensed Higgs phase. Unfortunately this also implies that the vector bosons, which are a dual description of gluons, are not absolutely confined. Expressing mA in physical units, (19) one finds that the mass of the dual gluons is rather low. This model therefore provides a picture in which independent multi-string fragmentation can hold for complex nuclear collisions in spite of the high string densities. This does not imply the absence of final state interactions, but rather that the initial hadronization phase may more plausibly be described by models such as LUND or DPM . 
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